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To make this website work properly, we sometimes place small data les called cookies on your
device.

We use cookies to:
Manage sessions for logged in users;
Remember the selected website language and other website settings; and
Monitor site usage using Matomo (anonymised web analytics tools).
Cookies will not be used for any purpose other than the ones stated.

The data collected using this type of cookie contain no personal information and cannot be used to
identify a particular visitor.
EIGE uses various social media platforms (Facebook, LinkedIn, YouTube, Twitter) with the purpose
of strengthening online presence and visibility. These platforms may set cookies for sharing
content or for producing access statistics. The number and status of cookies may depend on how
you use the platforms concerned before or while visiting EIGE’s website.

You may choose to prevent this website from aggregating and analyzing the actions
you take here. Doing so will protect your privacy, but will also prevent the owner from
learning from your actions and creating a better experience for you and other users.

You are opted in. Uncheck this box to opt-
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What are cookies?
A cookie is a small text le that a website saves on your computer or mobile device when
you visit the site. It enables the website to remember your actions and preferences (such
as login, language, font size and other display preferences) over a period of time, so you
don’t have to keep re-entering them whenever you come back to the site or browse from
one page to another.
How can I control / disable cookies?
You can control and/or delete cookies as you wish – for details, see aboutcookies.org.
You can delete all cookies that are already on your computer and you can set most
browsers to prevent them from being placed. If you do this, however, you may have to
manually adjust some preferences every time you visit a site and some services and
functionalities may not work.
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